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THE Sun is powered by nulcear fusion reac-
tions in the core. Four protons are converted into 
one helium nucleus, with the release of 26.73 MeV 
of energy.

CNO-cycle is one of two mechanisms of 
pp-fusion. Supposed to be dominant source of ener-
gies in large or late-stage stars, it has so-far not been 
experimentally detected.

Neutrinos have small cross-sections, and 
are products of pp-fusion . Neutrinos from CNO-cy-
cle can be used to prove the mechanism [1].
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How to get CNO?
Detection of neutrinos relies on elastic scattering of 
neutrinos on electrons. Observed spectra and estimated 
contribution of backgrounds are shown on the left.

pep and 210bi bkg are determined using luminos-
ity constraint [2] and LPoF (#212 [4]), respectively.

other bkg are determined using multivariate fit 
based on signatures of energy and position distributions [3].

Analysis Strategies
Counting count events (#93) in ROI (0.7–0.8 MeV) 
with all backgrounds determined independently.

MV fit multivariate �t (#238) utilizing di�erence of 
shape between CNO signal and its backgrounds.

MEASURE 210BI
210Bi rate is determined from 
210Po, its decay daughter, as less 
than 11.5±1.5 cpd/100t.

Convection brings 
extra 210Po and introduce huge 
bias. Thermal insulation and 
active heating system (#297) ap-
plied to stabilize and stratify detector temperature. 

LPoF stands for low 210Po �eld. In Phase-III (#189), convection is supressed enough to 
reduce bias to an acceptable level, and an upper limit on 210Bi is obtained with 210Po.

Temperature stability 210Po distribution

Statistical analysis
Discovery significance is evaluated with hypothesis test using pro�le 
likelihood. p-value corresponding to q(data) is calculated with distribution of q(no CNO). 

C.I. (con�dence interval) is evaluated using pro�le lilkelihood to �nd proper cvoverage. 

Systematic uncertainty related to �t model is evaluted using Monte 
Carlo method. Deformed datasets are �tted with undeformed p.d.f. Magnitude of defor-
mation depends on model precision (#181). Six sources of systematic uncertainties in-
cluded: four related to detector energy response, one related to noise cut e�ciency, one 
related to 210Bi shape. Fit con�gurations also varied to evalute the systematics due to �t 
methods.

Expected discovery significance is evaluated using Monte Carlo 
methods. With 1.5 cpd/100t precision on 210Bi, median discovery signi�cance for CNO neu-
trinos can reach 4 σ assuming SSM-HZ model (#235, [1]).

Result FROM phase-iii: Discovery signi�cance and con�dence interval in-
cluding systematic uncertainty obtained are compatible with expectation assuming the 
CNO rate as the best �t value.
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